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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to energy resources; amending
s. 377.703, Florida Statutes, providing
legislative intent; providing definitions;
providing for the duties of the Department of
Administration with respect to the energy
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published after 19 80; prescribing information
to be included in annual reports to the
Legislature; providing for the promotion of
preparation and distribution of information and

16

materials to provide energy information to the

17

citizens of the state; providing for the

18
I 19

coordination of energy-related programs of
,
state government; amending section 12 of

120

chapter 74-186, Laws of Florida, relating to

21

the development of information on the state's

22

energy resources and establishing the Energy

23

Data Center, to eliminate the automatic repeal
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on July 1, 1979; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

V
28

Section 1.

Section 377.703, Florida Statutes, is

'191 amended to read:
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377.703

Additional department functions; energy

emergency contingency plan; federal and state conservation
programs.-!1)

Lesislative Intent.

Recognizing that energy

supply and demand auestions have become a major area of
concern to the state which must be dealt with by effective and

2.

2

economical management of energy oroblems, centralize energy

2

coordination resoonsibilities, oinooint responsibility for

{a )

1

Definitions.--

"Energy conservation" means increased efficiency

2

"Energy emergency" means an actual or impending

2

in the utilization af energ_y.
(_Ql

shortage or curtailment of useable, necessary energy
resources, such that the maintenance of necessary services,
the protection of public health, safety, and welfare or the
maintenance of basic sound economy is imperiled in any

! 2.
i2.

geographical section of the state, or throughout the entire

state.
(cl

"Energy source" means electricity, fossil fuels,

solar power, wind power, hydroelectric power, nuclear power,

or any other resource which has the capacity to do work.
(di

"Facilities" means any building or structure not

( el

"Fuel" means petroleum, crude oil, petroleum

otherwise exempted by the provisions of this act.

product, coal, natural gas, or any other substance used
primarily for its energy content.
2
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I .

2.

(9_)

11

2.

Prorr,otion" or " .e_rorr.ote" means to en�ourage, aid,

61 a ssist, p_rovide technical infor_rn_ation, or otherwise seek to
develop and expand.
(h)

2.

"Regional planning agency" means those agencies

91 designated as regional planning ag encies by the Department of
101 Administration.

"Renewable ener9.Y resource" means__il_rlY method,

2.

13 availability or abundance, including, but not limited to,

2.

( i)

12 process, or substance the use of which does not diminish its

state agencies far the implementation of s. 377.601(4), the

(_2_)

I 1,
I
2

the su�_y or demand, or both, for energy in the state.

11

conducting eneray oroqrams, and insure the accountability of
state energ_y oolicy.

local government entity whose policies or programs may af fect

1:
2.

"Local 9.overnment" means any county, municipality,

regional planning agency, er any other special d�strict or

2.

well-coordinated state action, it is the intent of the
Legislature to promote the efficient, ef fective, and

tf)

14 biomass conversion, geothermal energy, solar energy, wind

15 ener9.Y, wood fuels derived from waste, ocean thermal gradient
16 pow��. hydroelectric �ewer, and fuels derived from
17 agricultural products.

2.
1:

2.
l:
2

ill

18

The Department of Administration shall, in

19 addition to assuming the duties and responsibilities provided
20 by subsection 20.31(7) and s. 377.701, perform the following

1 .
2

I

2.
2

21 f unctions consistent with the development of a state energy
22 policy:
23

2.

II 2.

24

M4±t

The department shall assume the responsibility

for development of an energy emergency contingency plan to

25 r espond to serious shortages of primary and secondary energy
26 sources in coordination with the Public Service Commission,
27

�1

which shall have exclusive responsibility for electrical

28 emergency contingency plans.

Upon a finding by the Governor,

implementation of any emergency program shall be upon order of

W the Governor that a particular kind or type of fuel is, or the
31 o ccurrence of an event which is reasonably expected within 30
3
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1

2

2
2

2

2

12

days will make the .fuel, in short supply.

shall then respond by instituting the appropriate measures of
the contingency plan to meet the given emergency or energy
shortage.

2.2

required by a serious shortage of energy sources.

The department shall constitute the responsible

state agency for performing and/or coordinating the functions

of any federal program delegated to the state which relates to

energy supply, demand, conservation, or allocation.

'efforts to seek federal support or other support for state
activities related to energy conservation, research, or

development,�nd shall be the state agency responsible for the
�f5t

The department shall analyz_e
· energy data

1

collected and prepare long-range forecast; of energy supply

and demand.

thereafter shall contain:
1.

Analysis of the relationship of state economic

growth and development to energy supply and demand, including

'the constraints to economic growth resulting from energy
1

su� constraints.
2.

Plans for the development of renewable energy

resources and reduction in dependence on depletable energy

resources, particularly oil and natural gas, and analysis of
4
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I

1:

2.

101 e f fects on the state's environment and social services

2.

121 e nergy supply constraints, or both.

2.

141 the Legislature, 60 days prior to each regular session,

2

161 p olicies for im provement of the state's response to energy

2

d evelopable and imported fuels, and analysis of anticipated

111 resulting from energy resource development activities, or from
13

ffif6t

The department shall make an annual report to

1

151 r eflecting its activities and making recommendations of

2

171 supply and demand and its ef fect on the health, safety, and

2

191 i nformation on energy conservation programs conducted and

2

2

To this end, the forecasts £Ublished in 1980 and

Assessment of the state's ener.9_Y resources,

81 including examination of the availability of commercially

2.

The department shall coordinate pattieipate-iA

coordination of multi-agency energy conservation programs.

potential social, economic, and environmental ef fects.

2.

2.;

2.

The department shall analyze present and

proposed federal energy programs and recommend the state's
illf4t

strategies for long-range action, including identification of
4.

2

Consideration of alternative scenarios of statewide 12.

energy supply and demand for 5, 10, and 20 years, to identify

2.2

PtepateeAess-Ae�-ef-¼9�47 to carry out any emergency actions

position.

3.

2.2

252.36(5l ehepleet-�4-285 7 -&aws-ef-F!etiea 7 -lhe-Bisastef

1£l_f3t

utilized in the state.

2.,

The Governor may utilize the provisions of�

filf2t

the extent to which renewable energy sources are being

2.

The department

2

!2
1
2

181 welfare of the people of Florida.

The report shall include

201 under way in the past year and shall include recommendations

21 I f or the-eeYe±epffieAle-ef-a-eeffipteheAsh•e energy conservation

221 programs p!c6'Jfaffi for the state, including, but not limited to,
231 the following factors:
24

�fat

Formulation of specific recommendations for

25 improvement in the ef ficiency of energy utilization in
al g ovjrnment, residential, commercial, industrial, and
271 transportation sectors.
28

2.fet

Collection and dissemination of information

3.fet

Development and conduct of educational and

�\ relatin�to energy conservation.

30

31\ trainin�programs relating to energy conservation.
5
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2.

1:

2

4.

3

Analysis of the ways in which stata 3gencies are

seekin.9. �o implement s. 377.601 C4), the state energy policy,

'

3

and recommendations for better fulfilling this policy.

F±ef±ea-6Ref�y-Eeffimttl:ee-f3tlfStlaRl:-l:e-eka13l:ee-+3-l397-baws-ef

1.

2.

cc
conservation
standards as adopted by the Department of General
Services.
s,

The Department of Administration is authorized

agencies'
energy consumption in a format mutually agreed upon
�

The deeartment shall promote energy conservation

by
�

19 in all energy use sectors throughout the state, and constitute
20 the state agency primarilv responsible for this function.

To

the
-

�nergy

The department shall prepare and distribute such

271 energ_y information to citizens of the state.

The de_p_artment

281 shall _p_rovide information to consumers regarding the
29 anticipated energy-use and energy-saving characteristics of
30 products and services in coordination with any federal, state,
31
6
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Aid and eromote the commercialization of solar

i3

ernergy technology, in cooperation with the Florida Solar

24 a.9.encies.
261 information and materials as may be necessary to provide

To this end,

de_p_artment shall:
a.

23 comment on the energy conservation programs of all state
(i)

I
Promote the development and use of renewa�le energy :J

20 resources and energy conservation technologies.

22 conservation programs of all state agencies, and review and

3

the department and the Department of General Services.
3.

21 this end, th�artment shall coordina'te the energy

25

3

General Services shall furnish the deoartment data on
G,

17 are necessary to carry out the purposes of this act.
(h)

3

Beginning 120 days following the effective date of

this act and every 3 months thereafter, the Department of
ti

16 to make any rules or regulations pursuant to chapter 120 as
18

3

and state-leased buildings in accordance with energy
ar

13 ef-tke-6eRate-aRd-tke-S13eal<ee-ef-i:ke-Hetise-ef-Re13eeseRtatives
Jc1lf8t

Re�re,_�_c_�operation with the Department of

General Services, all state agencies to operate state-owned
GE

12 ee�a,tmeAt7--Al¼-data-ska±l-ee-ffiaee-ava+laele-te-tke-Pees+eeRt

1S

3

fl
f urther and promote their energv planning activities.

3

11 I tke-f±ee iaa-6Re ,�y-Eeffim i ttee-s!a\all-ee-stiBffi±ttee-te-Hie

14 8R-fe�tie9l:7

Provide assistance to other state a.9.encies,

CC
counties,
municipalities, and regional planning agencies to

3

10 I et�e teS7-fef3BftS7-Bf-W8 fM-f3f86tle t-13,ed tieea-ey-e,-13,ev+eee-fe f

To this end, the

deeartment shall:
d,

F±ee±da7-aRe-eka�tee-+4-l887-baws-ef-F±ee±ea7-a"e-al}
es±±�atteRs-ska±l-ee-t,aRsfeeeee-1:e-tke-ee13aetffieAt7--ARy

The department shall coordinate energy-related

the
- Erograms provided in this section.

3

�ReMf3eReee-ealaRees-ef-a13�ee13e+at+eRs-ffiade-fe,-eeRi:faettla±

3.

program s of state government, including, but not limited to,

3

eeRteael:tial-eslt�at+eRs-ef-a�eeeffie"ts-e"teeee-±"te-ey-tke

tc
to consumers.
(j_)

1

t+t--lke-de�aftffie"t-ska}l-asstiffie-a"y-etitstaRd±R�

or
- local government agencies as may provide such information

Center of the State University System, the Department

!3

£f Commerce, and any other federal, state, or local government
3
3

26

�gency

which may seek to promote research, development, and

27 d emonstration of solar energy equipment and technology.
28

b.

Promote the recovery of energy from wastes,

29 i ncludin.
I
9., but not limited to, the utilization of waste heat,
30 tihe use of agricultural products as a source of energy, and
31

ecycling of manufactured products.

Such promotion shall be

7
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i:

i:

conducted in conjunction with, and after consultation with,

3.

the Department of Environmental Regulation, and any other
relevant federal, state, or local government agency having

3.

responsibility for resource recovery programs.
Section 2.

Section 12 of chapter 74-186, Laws of

3.

Florida, is amended to read:
Section 12.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1974

3.

aAe-s�a!l-eM�i�e-J�ly-! 7 -±9�9.
Section 3.

3.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1978.

3.

10
11

*****************************************

1:;

12

HOUSE SUMMARY

1: I

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
10
21
22
23
24
25

Substantially amends state law with respect to Florida's
energy policy. In addition to providing additional
legislative intent and revising current definitions,
directs the Department of Administration to include in
long range energy forecasts published in 1980 and
thereafter:

3.
I

3 •:
3.:

1. An analysis of the state's economic growth in
relation to energy.

3. j

2. Plans for the development of renewable energy
resources.

3. l

3.

Alternative plans for energy action.

3. J

4.

An assessment of the state's energy resources.

3.J

Directs the department to promote energy conservation,
p repare and distribute information and materials on
energy, and coordinate energy-related programs of state
government. Deletes the present automatic repeal (July
1, 1979) of state legislation which concerns the
development of information on the state's energy
resources and establishes the Energy Data Center.

26
27
28
'2'I
30
31
8
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Florida Senate - 1978
By

@
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to energy; amending s. 377.703,
Florida Statutes; providing .a short title and
legislative intent; providing definitions;

l"Cprr·d:.iced by
FLORIDA STATE Af'CHIVES
DEPARTMf=:!':T CF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUIUJ1ris
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250

Series /

A

Carton

Senator Henderson

503

s pecifying the duties of the Department of
Administration with respect to the energy
emergency contingency plan; providing for the

.5J...Q_

performance of certain functions consistent
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�

with the implementation of s. 377 .601 (4),
10

Florida Statutes; requiring certain information

11

to be contained in the forecasts published

12

after a certain date; prescribing information

13

to be included in certain reports; providing

lJ

for the promotion of energy conservation;

15

providing for the preparation and distribution

16

of information and materials to provide energy

17

information to the citizens of the state;

18

providing for the. coordination of energy

19

related programs of state government; amending

2Q

s. 252.34(5), Florida Statutes; defining the

21

term "disaster" to include energy shortage;

22

amending s. 163.3177(6) (d), Florida Statutes;

23

requiring the addition of energy resources as a

24

conservation element to be included in the

25

c omprehensive plan; adding s. 163.3177(7 )(m),

26

Florida Statutes; permitting the use of an

27

energy element as an element in the

28

comprehensive plan; providing severability;

29

repealing section 12, chapter 74-186, Laws of

30

Florida, relating to the automatic repeal of

31
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ss. 377.601-377.608, Florida Statutes;

maintenance of a sound basic economy is imperiled in any

p roviding an effective date.

geographical section of the state, or throughout the entire

state.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

amended to read:
377.703

( e)

solar oower, wind power, hvdroelectric power, nuclear power,

Section 377.703, Florida Statutes, is

or any other resource which has the capacity to do work.

Additional department functions; energy

II

(1)

SHORT TITLE.--This act shall be known and may be

lJ

( 2)

LEGISLATIVE INTENT.--Recognizing that energy

( f)

"Facilities" means any building or structure not

(.9.l

"Fuel" means petroleum, crude oil, petroleum

otherwise exemoted by the provisions of this act.

emergency contingency plan; federal and state conservation

101programs.--

"Energv source" means electricity, fossil fuels,

IOI product, coal, natural gas, or any other substance used

121 cited as the "Florida Eners_y Coordination Act."

11 I pr imarj_ly for its energy content.

IJ supplv and demand questions have become a major area of
I
15 concern to the state which must be dealt with by effective and

131 regional planning agency, or anv s;,ecial district or local

17 Legislature to oromote the efficient, effective, and

16

161 well-coordinated ·state action, it is the intent of the

12

(hl

"Local government'' means any county, municioality,

141 governmental entity whose oolicies or orograms mav affect the
151 supply or demand for energy in the state.
( i)

"Promote'' means to encouraqe, aid, assist, orovide

l8 economical management of energv problems, centralize energy

171 technical information, or otherwise seek to develop and

201 conducting energy programs, and insure the accountability of

19

(j_)

"Regional planning agency" means any agency

21

( k)

"Renewable eners_y r_esource" means any methog_,

19 coordination responsibilities, pinpo1nt resoonsibility for

211 state agencies for the implementation of s. 377.601(4).
22

23

( 3)

DEFINITIONS.--For P.'::E..P.OSeS of this section:

26

"Department" means the Department of

221process, or substance the use of which does not diminish its

(b)

"Energy" means the capacity to do work.

24 biomass conversion, geothermal energv, solar energv, wind

( C)

"Eners_y conservation" means the increased

271 efficiency in the utilization of eners_y.

28

�I

20 1 designated as a regional olanning agency by the deoartment.

( a)

�I Administration.
25

18 ! exoand.

(d)

"Energy emergency" means an actual or impending

shortage or curtailment of usable, necessary energy resources,

JO such that the maintenance of necessary services, the

311protection of public health, safety and welfare, or the
2
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23 availability or abundance, including, but not limited to,

� energy, wood fuels derived from waste, ocean thermal gradient

26 power, hvdroelectr ic power, and fuels derived from
1
27 agricultural oroducts.
28

( 4)

DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION.--The

Department of Administration shall, in addition to assuming

.the duties and responsibilities provided by subsection
3
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25-745-�

20.31(7) and s. 377.701, perform the following functions

consistent with the development of a state energy policy:
.l.21.�lt

C ollected and prepare long-range forecasts of energy supply

for development of an energy emergency contingency plan to

a nd demand.

!..hereafter shall contain:

�hich shall have exclusive responsibility for electrical

9.rowth and development to energv supply and demand, including

emergency contingency plans.

1.

Upon a finding by the Governor,

�upply

101 the Governor that a particular kind or type of fuel is or is

11 expected within 30 days to be in short supply. The department
1
12 shall then respond by instituting the appropriate measures of

ill the contingency plan to meet the given emergency or energy
•1 shortage.

The Governor may utilize the provisions of chapter

JE.l.��t

The department shall constitute the responsible

� any federal program delegated to the state which relates to·

21 I energy supply, demand, conservation, or allocation.

n

J.s_�3t

241 position.
251

Jjj_�4t

The department shall coordinate state

�,,e,�,eipa�e-i� efforts to seek federal support or other

Plans for the development of renewable energy

of the extent to which renewable energy sources are

analysis
�

I

b
utilized in the state.
being

3.

A consideration of alternative scenarios of

statewide energy supply and demand for 5, 10, and 20 years, to
identify strategies for long-range action, including

identification
-

of potential social, economic, and

I �
environmental effects.

4.

I

Assessment of the state's ener.9.Y resources,

including examination of the availabilitv of commerciallv

The department shall analyze present and

nl proposed federal energy programs and recommend the state's

2.

resources, particularly oil and natural gas, and
energy
�

16 1974, to carry out any emergency actions required by ·a serious
1
17 shortage of energy sources.
state agency for performing and coordinating the functions of

constraints.

E..esources, plans for the reduction in dependence on depletable

15174-285, Laws of Florida, the Disaster Preparedness Act of

�1

Analysis of the relationship of state economic

!..he constraints to economic growth resulting from energy

91 implementation of any emergency program shall be upon order of

:s

To this end, the forecasts published in 1980 and

respond to serious shortages of primary and secondary energy

sources in coordination with the Public Service Commission,

1

The department shall analyze energy data

fil�5t

The department shall assume the responsibility

developable and imported fuels, and analysis of anticipated

J
I

s

effects
-

on the state's environment and social services

resulting from energy resource development activities or
E
energy
�

supply constraints or both.

J.!.l.�6t

The department shall make an annual report to

ll support for state activities related to energy conservation,

s the Legislature, 60 days prior to each regular session,

� responsible for coordination of multi-agency energy

s p olicies for improvement of the state's response to energy

� research, or development, and shall be the state agency

JO conservation .eE.£9.rams.
31

T

9

supply and demand and its effect on the health, safety, and

0 welfare of the people of Florida.
l
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reflecting its activities and making recommendations of

The report shall include

information on energy conservation programs conducted and
5
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1 under way in the past year and shall include recommendations
1
l, for t.Re-tleve±e13111el'lt.-e-£-a-ee111!"t'e!-H,11s-i:ve energy conservation

�onstitute
f unction.

,:,rograms 13t-e9t'a111 for the state, including, but not limited to,

eview and comment on the energy conservation programs of all
re

Formulation of specific recommendations for

tate agencies pursuant to paragraph (fl.
st

improvement in the efficiency of energy utilization in

(i)

g overnment, residential, commercial, industrial, and

Collection and dissemination of information

11

�fet

Development and conduct of educational and

13

4.

nergy information to citizens of the state.

nticipated energy-use and energy-savings characteristics of

roducts and services in coordination with anv federal, state,

11\ training programs relating to energy conservation.

14\ seekin_9_______!_o__implement s. 377 .601 (4) and recommendations for

15\ better fulfilling this policy.

16

I
I

1.

I

23 tlle-f±ot'-ide-E!'let'gy-Ee111111-i:t.tee-5llo±±-!oe-sl:!!o111-i:tted-t.o-t.lle

)7

J_gj_f8t

The Department of Administration is authorized

D to make any rules or regulations pursuant to chapter 120 as
I
n are necessary to carry out the purposes of this act.

30

(h)

The department shall oromote energv conservation

311 in all energy use sectors throughout the state and shall
6
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To this end, the

Provide assistance to other state agencies,

counties, municipalities, and regional planning agencies to

10 I l:!!'le • 13e !'loed-!oa!anee<1-e-£-e1313<'e13t'-i: at.-i:e!'ls-111ade--£e<'-eo!"lt.i'aet.l:!a±

261 O!'l-t'C"!tleSt.7

The department shall coordinate energy-related

department shall:

18 F±et'-ida-E!'let'9y-Eemm-it.t.ee-f'l:!t'Sl:!e!'lt.-t.e-eho13tet'-�3-±38 7 -�ows-e-£
1
19 F±et'-i:oe,-o!'ld-ella13t.et'-�4-!88 7-�aws-e£-f±et'-i:da 7-a!'ld-a±±

25 e-£-tll e-5 e !'IOt e-o!"ld-H,e-513eaket'-o-£-t.ll e-He." se-e£-Rept'e <1e !'Itet.-i.,.e"

(j)

the programs provided in this section.

17 I eeRt.1' ae tl:!a±-eb±-i:90 t-i:e !'IS-et'-e'3 t'eeme!'lt.s-e!'lt.et'eo--i:'lto-by-t.lle

24 tle13at't.111e!"lt7--A±±-dote-5lla±±-!oe-111ode-ovo-i:±ob±e-t.e-t.lle-Pt'es-i:del'lt.

r local governmental agency as may provide such information

t, consumers.
to

programs of state government, including, but not limited to,

��t--tlle-de13at't.111el'lt.-slle±±-assl:!111e-al'ly-el:!tsta!'ldt!'lg

ll eb'l:-i9 at.-i:0!"15-5llo±±-be-t.i,a!"ls£ei'i'ed-t.e-t.lle-tle13ai,t.111e!'ltT--A!"ly
I
22 st.l:!d-ies,-t'epei,t.s7-ot'-wot'k-pt'odl:!et-13t'edt1eed-by-et'-pt'ov-i:ded--£er

The department

hall provide information to consumers regarding the

10\ relating to energy conservation.

Analysis of the ways in which state agencies are

The department shall prepare and distribute such

nformation and materials as may be necessary to provide

transportation sectors.
3..:_fbt

To this end, the department shall coordinate the

e nergy conservation programs of all state agencies and shall

the following factors:
�fat

the state agency primarily responsible for this

further
-

and promote their energy planning activities.

2.

Require, in cooperation with the Department of

General Services, all state agencies to operate state-owned
and state-leased buildings in accordance with energy

conservation standards as adopted by the Department of General

5 Services.

Beginning November 1, 1978, and every 3 months

6 thereafter, the Department of General Services shall furnish
7

9
0

I

to the department data on energy consumption by agencies in a
format agreed on by the department and the Department of

General
�

Services.

7
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3.

Section

Promote the development and use of renewable energy

E.....esources and energy conservation technologies.

trhe department shall:
a.

added to subsection
163.3177

Aid and promote the commercialization of solar

' d emonstration of solar energy eauipment and technology.

I

!

b.

Promote the recovery of energy from waste,

i,ncluding, but not limited to, the utilization of waste heat,

�he

(6 )

use of agricultural products as a source of energy, and

I E.ecvcling of manufactured products.

Such promotion shall be

onducted in conjunction with, and after consultation with,

the Department of Envtronmental Regulation and any appropriate
!.

(7)

of said section to read:

Required and optional elements of

In addition to the general requirements of

subsections (1)-(5), the comprehensive plan shall include the

and any other federal, state, or local governmental

�gency which may seek to promote research, development, and

of section

comprehensive plan; studies and surveys.--

of the State University System, the Department of

�ommerce,

(6)

163.3177, florida Statutes, is amended and paragraph (m) is

To this end,

ernergv technology in cooperation with the Florida Solar Energy

�enter

Paragraph (d) of subsection

3.

following elements:
(d)

A conservation element for the conservation,

lOldevelopment, utilization, and protection of natural resources

111 in the area, including, as the situation may be, air, water,
121 estuarine marshes, soils, beaches, shores, flood plains,
131 rivers, lakes, harbors, forests, fisheries and wildlife,

14lminerals, e�d other natural and environmental resources, and

151 ener':i.Y resources.
16 I

(7)

I responsibilitv for resource recovery programs.
E.

18

(m)

9 Statutes, is amended to read:

20 plans for improving the efficiency of energy use in the land-

l

22 Paragraph

federal, state, or local governmental agency having
!..

!

0

Section 2.
252.34

( 5)

Subsection (5) of s�ction 252.34, Florida

Definitions.--As used in ss. 252.31-252.52:

"Disaster" means occurrence or imminent threat of

2 widespread or severe damage, injury, or loss of life or

property resulting from any natural or man-made cause,

including, but not limited to, enemy attack, sabotage or other
hostile military or paramilitary action, fire, flood,

17
'8

The comprehensive plan may include the following

171 additional elements, or portions or phases thereof:
An energy element, showing plans for

191 implementation of s. 377.601 (4) includin.9., but not limited to:

21 use element, paragraph
(6) (b);

(6) (a);

the circulation element,

the conservation element, paragraph

23 the housing element, paragraph
24 element, paragraph

25

Section 4.

(6) (f);

(6) (i).

and the utility

(6) (d);

If any provision of this act or the

earthquake, windstorm, wave action, volcanic activity,

26 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
1
27 invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

explosion, energy shortage, or accident involving radiation

29 invalid provision or application, and to this end the

epidemic, air contamination, blight, drought, infestation,

!9 byproducts.
10
11

28 applications of the act which can be given effect without the

30 provisions of this act are declared severable.

31

9
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Section 5.

Section 12, chapter 74-186, Laws of

Florida, is hereby repealed.
Section 6.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1978.

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Prescribes the duties of the Department of Administration
with respect to the state's energy emergency contingency
plan. Requires the performance of certain functions by
the department consistent with the implementation of
provisions relating to the energy policy for the state.
Requires certain information to be contained in the
forecasts published after a specified date. Provides for
the p reparation and distribution of information and
materials to provide energy information to the citizens
of the state. Requires the department to coordinate
energy-related programs of the state.

10
11
12

Defines, for the purposes of the State Disaster
Preparedness Act of 1974, the term "disaster" to include
energy shortage. Requires the addition of energy
resources as a conservation element of local
comprehensive plans and permits the addition of an energy
element in comprehensive plans under the Local Government
Comprehensive Planning Act of 1975.

13
14
15
16

Repeals provisio n which provides for the automatic repeal
of ss. 377.601-377.608, F. S.

17
18
19
20
21
2)
23
24
25
26

27

1

28
29
30
31

10
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to energy resources; amending

@

s. 377.703, Florida Statutes, providing
4

legislative intent; providing definitions;

5

providing for the duties of the Department of

6

8
9

Administration with respect to the energy
emergency contingency plan; providing for the
performance of certain functions consistent
certain information in energy forecasts

11

published after 1�80; prescribing information

12

to be included in annual reports to the

13

Legislature; providing for the promotion of

14

energy conservation; providing for the

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

Seties

with the state energy policy; providing for

10

preparation and distribution of information and
materials to provide energy information to the
citizens of the state; providing for the
coordination o� energy-relatid programs of
state government; amending section 12 of
chapter 74-186, Laws of Florida, relating to
the development of information on the state's
energy resources and establishing the Energy
Data Center, to eliminate the automatic repeal
on July 1, 1979; providing an effective date.

25

�I Be It Enacted by the Legisl?ture of the State of Florida:

27

28
291
30

Section 1.

Section 377.703, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

31

1
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377.703

Additional department functions; energy

2 emergency contingency plan; federal and state conservation

3 programs.-4

(1)

Legislative Int�nt.--Recognizing that energy

5 supply and demand questions have become a maior area of

6 concern to the state which must be dealt with by effective and
7 well-coordinated state action, it is the intent of the

8 Legislature to promote the ef ficient, ef fective, and

9 economical management of energy problems, centralize energy

10 coordination resoonsibilities, pinpoint resoonsibility for

11 conducting energy programs, and insure the accountability of
12 state agencies for the implementation of s. 377.601(4), the

13 state energv policy.

14

( 2)

15

(a)

16
17
18

Definitions.--

"EnerSI_Y conservation" means increased efficiency

in the utilization of ener3._Y.
(bl

"Energy emergency" means an actual or impending

shortage or curtailment of useable, necessary energy

19 resources, such that the maintenance of necessary services,

W the protection of public health, safety, and welfare or the

21 maintenance of basic sound economy is imperiled in any

22 �raehical section of the state, or throughout the entire

23 state.
24

(c)

"Energy source" means electricity, fossil fuels,

25 solar power, wind power, hvdroelectric power, nuclear power,
� or any other resource which has the caoacity to do work.

27

( d)

"Facilities" means any building or structure not

29

( e)

"Fuel" means petroleum, crude oil, petroleum

28 I otherwise exempted by the provisions of this act.

30 product, coal, natural gas, or any other substance used
1
31 primarily for its energy content.
2
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"Local government" means any county, municiPality,

21 re9icrnal planning agency, or any other SPecial district or

JI local government entity whose policies or programs may af fect
41 the supply or demand, or be.th., for energy in the state.
(g)

51

"Promotion" or "promote" means to encourage, aid,

61 assist, orovide technical information, or otherwise seek to

7 develop and expand.
1
8
(h)
"Regional planning agency" means those agencies
91

designated as regional planning agen�:h��-�y the DePartment of

10 Administration.

11

( i)

"Renewable ener9y resource" means any method,

121 :e_rocess, or substance the use of which does not diminish its

131 availability or abundance, including, but not limited to,

141 biomass conversion, geothermal energy, solar energy, wind

151 energy, wood fuels derived from_waste_, _ocean thermal_gradient

161

power, hydroelectric power, and fuels derived from

17 ag_r icu_l,_t:_1.1r_cJ1__.Eroducts.
(3)

18

The Department of Administration shall, in

19 addition to assuming the duties and responsibilities provided

20 by subsection 20.31(7) and s. 377.701, perform the following

21 functions consistent with the development of a state energy

22 policy:
23

24

�flt

The department shall assume the responsibility

for development of an energy emergency contingency plan to

25 respond to serious shortages of primary and secondary energy
� sources in coordination with the Public Ser�ice Co�mission,

27 I w hich shall have exclusive responsibility for electrical and
28 natural gas emergency contingency plans.

Upon a finding by

� the Governor, implementation of any emergency program shall be
30 upon order of the Governor that a particular kind or type of
31 f uel is, or the occurrence of an event which is reasonably
3
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expected within 30 days will make the fuel, in short supply.

2 The department shall then respond by instituting the

3 appropriate measures of the contingency plan to meet the given

4 emergency or energy shortage.

The Governor may utilize the

5 provisions of s. 252.36(5) ehopter-14-�85 7 -�a�9-ef-Fier±do 7

6 the-B±909ter-Preporedne99-�et-ef-±9�4 7 to carry out any

emergency actions required by a serious shortage of energy

a I sources.

9

filf�t

The department shall constitute the responsible

101 state agency for performing and/or coordinating the functions

11 I of any federal program delegated to the state which relates to
12 energy supply, demand, conservation, or allocation.

13

1£.l.f3t

The department shall analyze present and

14 proposed federal energy programs and recommend the state's

151 position.
16

�f4t

The department shall coordinate port±e±pote-±n

17 efforts to seek federal support or other support for state

18 activities related to energy conservation, research, or

19 development, and shall be the state agency responsible for the
20

21

coordination of multi-agency energy conservat:i,on�12r-29Tams.
�f5t

The department shall analyze energy data

22 collected and prepare long-range forecasts of energy supply
23 and demand.

To this end, the forecasts published in 1980 and

24 thereafter shall contain:

25

1.

Analysis of the relationship of state economic

� growth and development to energy supply and demand, including

27 the constraints to economic growth resulting from energy
28

29

su.e.elv constraints.
2.

Plans for the develooment of renewable ener�y

30 resour ces and red uction in dependence on depletable energy
I
31 resour ces, particularly oil and natural gas, and analysis of
4
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the extent to which renewable energv sources are being

2/ utilized in the state.
3.

Consideration of alternative scenarios of statewide

4 energy suoply and demand for 5, 10, and 20 years, to identify

5 strategies for long-range .action,. inclu.ding identi fication of

6 potential social, economic, and environmental ef fects.
4.

Assessment of the state's energy resources,

sl including examination of the availability of commercially

9[ develooable and imported fuels, and analysis of anticipated

10[

effects on the state's environment and social services

11 I resulting fr om energy resource.�de.y�lopment activities, or fr om

12 energy supply constraints, or both.
1
13
l!lf6t The department shall make an annual report to
14[ the Legislature, 60 days prior to each regular session,

15[ reflecting its activities and making recommendations of

16 policies for impr ovement of the state's response to energy
1
17 supply and demand and its effect on the health, safety, and
18

19

welfare of the people of Florida.

The report shall include

information on energy conservation programs conducted and

W under way in the past year and shall include recommendations

21 for the-devetopment-of-e-eomprehen!3±ve energy conservation

22 programs progrem for the state, including, but not limited to,
23 the following factors:
24

�fet

Formulation of specific recommendations for

25 impr ovement in the efficiency of energy utilization in
261 government, residential, commercial, industrial, and
lll transportation sectors.

28

29
30

31

3..:_fbt

Collection and dissemination of information

�fet

Development and conduct of educational and

relating to energy conservation.

training pr ograms relating to energy conservation.
5
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Analysis of the ways in which �tate_agencies are

2 seeking to implement s. 377.601(4), the state energy policy,
3 and recommendations for better fulfilling this policy.

4

i�+--�he-depert�ent-�he±±-eeeume-ony-eutetend±ng

5 eontreettlo±-eb±±got±on�-er-egreement�-entered-±nto-by-the

6 P±or±de-Energy-Eomm±ttee-ptlreuent-to-ehepter-�3-±387-bewe-ef
P±or±do,-end-ehopter-�4-±88,-bew�-of-F±or±do,-end-e±±

81 tlne�pended-bo±enees-of-eppropr±ot±en�-mede-for-eontreettle±
9 ob±±got±on�-she±±-be-trensferred-to-the-deport�ent�--Any

10 �ttld±e�,-report�,-or-werk-prodtlet-produeed-b1-er-prov±ded-ior

11 the-F±or±do-6nergy-€omm±ttee-she±J-be-stlbm±tted-to-the

12 deportment�--A±±-dote-sho±±-be-mede-eve±±eb±e-to-the-Pree±dent
13 of-the-Senote-end-the-Speoker-of-the-Houee-of-Representot±ves

14 on-re�tlest�
15

.l5!.l.i8t

18

(h)

The Department of Administration is authorized

16 to make any rules or regulations pursuant to chapter 120 as
1
17 are necessary to carry out the purposes of this act.

19
20

The department shall promote energy conservation

in all energy use sectors throughout the state, and constitute

the state age�cy primarily responsible for this function.

21 this end, the department shall coordinate the ener gy

To

22 conservation programs of all state agencies, and review and
23 comment on the energy conservation programs of al l state

24 ag_encies.
25

( i)

The department shall prepare and distribute such

U information and materials as may be necessary to provide

27 energy information to citizens of the state.

The department

28 shall provide information to consumers regarding the

29 anticipated energy-use and energ:1-saving characteristics of

30 products and services in coordination with any federal, state,

31

6
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or local government agencies as may provide such information

21 to consumers.
(j)

The department_shall coordinate ener_g_y-related

41 programs of state government, including, but not limited to,

5 the programs provided in this section.
1
6 department shall:
1.

To this end, the

Provide assistance to other state a2encies,

81 counties, municipalities, and regional planning agencies to

91 further and promote their energy planning activities.

101

2.

Require, in cooperation with the Department of

11 I General Services, all state agencies to operate state-owned

12 and state-leased buildings in accordance with energy
1
13 conservation standards as adopted by the Department of General

141 Services.

Beginning 120 days following the effective date of

151 this act and every 3 months thereafter, the Department of

161 General Services shall furnish the department data on
17 agencies'_energy consumption in a format mutually agreed upon

18 by the department and the Department of General Services.
19

3.

22

a.

Promote the development and use of renewable energy

W resources and energy conservation technologies.
I
21 the department shall:

To this end,

Aid and Eromote the commercialization of solar

231 energy technology, in cooperation with the Florida Solar

24 Energy Center of the State University System, the Department
1

25 of Commerce, and any other federal, state, or local government
1
26 agency which mav seek to promote research, development, and
27 demonstration of solar energy eauipment and technology.

28

b.

Promote the recovery of energy from wastes,

29 including, but not limited to, the utilization of waste heat,
30 I the use of ag_ricul_tura) _2_1'._0(]_LJCt._§_�§_ __cl_ §_our_c:_�f energy, and

311 recycling of manufactured products.
7

Such promotion shall be
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conducted in conjunction with, and after consultation with,

2 the Department of Environmental Regulation, and anv other
3
4

5

relevant federal, state, or local government agency having
responsibility for resource recoverv programs.
S ection 2.

Section 12 of chapter 74-186, Laws of

6 Florida, is amended to read:
Section 12.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1974

al oMd-�ho±±-exp±�e-Jtl±y-±,-l919.
91

Section 3.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1978.

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

w
21

22

n

24

25

�
V

n
�
30

31
8
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 503

Substitutes the content of House Bill 1275 for Senate Bill 503.
Removes the following provisions from Senate Bill 503:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Short title;
Inclusion of energy shortage in definition of "disaster"
provided in s. 252.3'4('5), F.S.;
Requirement to include energy resources as conservation
element in the comprehensive plan required by s. 163.3177,
F.S. ;
Provision for permissive inclusion of the state energy
policy [s. 377.601(4), F.S.] as an element in the
comprehensive plan required by s. 163.3177, F.S.; and
Severability.
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to energy resources; amending

3

s. 377.703, Florida Statutes; providing

4

legislative intent; providing definitions;

5

providing for the duties of the Department of

6

Administration with respect to the energy
emergency contingency plan; providing for the
p erformance of certain functions consistent

9

w ith the state energy policy; providing for

10

certain information in energy forecasts

11

published after 1980; prescribing information

12

to be included in annual reports to the

13

Legislature; providing for the promotion of

14

energy conservation; providing for the

15

preparation and distribution of information and

16

materials to provide energy information to the

17

citizens of the state; providing for the

18

coordination of energy-related programs of

19

state government; amending section 12 of

20

chapter 74-186, Laws of Florida, relating to

21

the development of information on the state's

22

energy resources and establishing the Energy

23

Data Center, to eliminate the automatic repeal

24

on July 1, 1979; providing an effective date.

25

UI Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
27
28

Section 1.

Section 377.703, Florida Statutes, is

291 amended to read:
30
31

1
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377.703

Additional department functions; energy

2 emergency contingency plan; federal and state conservation
3 p rograms.-(1)

4I

LEGISLATIVE INTENT.--Recognizing that energ y

51 supply and demand questions have become a major area of
61 concern to the state which must be dealt with by effective and
71 well-coordinated state action, it is the intent of the
81 Legislature to promote the efficient, effective, and
91 economical management of energy problems, centralize energy
101 coordination responsibilities, pinpoint responsibility for
111 conducting energy programs, and insure the accountability of
121 state agencies for the imolementation of s. 377 .601 (4), the
131 state energy policy.

It is the specific intent of the

141 Legislature that nothing in this act shall in any way change
151 the powers, duties and responsibilities assigned by the
16 Florida Electrical Power Plant Siting Act, part II of chapter
17 403, or the powers, duties and responsibilities of the Florida
18 Public Service Commission.
19

( 2)

DEFINITIONS.--

20

(a)

"Coordinate", "coordination", or "coordinating_"

21 means the examination, evaluation and reporting to responsible
22 state agencies in order to ensure that plans and programs are
23 consistent with legislative energy poli�y as stated in this
24 a ct.
25

(b)

"Energy conservation" means increased�efficiency

U in the utilization of energy.
27

(c)

"Energy emergency" means an actual or impending

28 s hortage or curtailment of use2ble, necessary energy

n

resources, such that the maintenance of necessary services,

30 the protection of public health, safety, and welfare or the
31 maintenance of basic sound economy is imperiled in any
2
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geographical section of the state, or throughout the entire

2 state.
3

(d )

"Energy source" means electricity, fossil fuels,

4 solar power, wind power,

hydroelectric power, nuclear power,

51 or any other resource which has the ca_e_acity to do work.
6

8

( e)

"Facilities" means any building or structure not

( f)

"Fuel" means petroleum, crude oil, petroleum

otherwise exempted by the provisions of this act.

91 product, coal, natural gas, or any other substance used

101 primarily for its energy content.
( g)

11

"Local government" means an'i_c::ounty, municipality,

12 regional planning agency, or any other special district or
1
13 l ocal government entity whose policies or programs may affect
141 t he supply or demand, or both, for energy in the state.
( h)

15

"Promotion" or "promote" means to enco�e, aid,

16 assist, provide technical information, or otherwise seek to
1
17 develop and expand.
18

( i)

"Regional planning agency"_means_those_agencies

21

(j)

"Renewable energy resource" means any method,

19 designated as regional planning agencies by the Department of
1
20 Administration.
221 p_rocess, or substance the use of which does not diminish its
n availability or abundance, including, but not limited to,

24 biomass conversion, geothermal energy, solar energy, wind

25 energy, wood fuels derived from waste, ocean thermal gradient

26 power, hydroelectric power, and fuels derived from
ll agricultural products.

ill

28

The Department of Administration shall, in

n addition to assuming the duties and responsibilities provided

30 by subsection 20.31(7) and s. 377.701, perform the following
31

3
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functions consistent with the development of a state energy

2 policy:
1
3
Mfit

The department shall assume the responsibility

41 for development of an energy. emergency contingency plan to

51 respond to serious shortages of primary and secondary energy

61 sources in coordination with the Public Service Commission,

71 w hich shall have exclusive responsibility for electrical and

SI natural g_a_s emergency contingency plans.

Upon a finding by

91 the Governor, implementation of any emergency program shall be

101 upon order of the Governor that a particular kind or type of

11 I fuel is, or the occurrence of an event which is reasonably

12 expected within 30 days will make the fuel, in short supply.
1
13 The department shall then respond by instituting the

14 appropriate measures of the contingency plan to meet the given
1
15 emergency or energy shortage. The Governor may utilize the
16 provisions of s. 252. 36 ( 5) ehat3tet'-,Z4-2'.85 7 -bawe-ef-fiet'ida7

17 �he-Bisaster-Pret3aredRese-Aet-ef�i9,Z4 7 to carry out any

18 emergency actions required by a serious shortage of energy

19 sources.

20

J..£l_f2'.t

The department shall constitute the responsible

21 state agency for performing and/or coordinating the functions
1
22 of any federal energy programs t3t'eg�am delegated to the state
23 including whiel'i-t'eiates-te energy supply, demand,
1
24 conservation, or allocation.
25

J..£lf3t

The department shall analyze present and

26 proposed federal energy programs and recommend the state's
27 position.
28

llif4t

The department shall coordinate t3aEtieit3ate-in

29 efforts to seek federal support or other support for state

30 energy activities including t'eiatee-te energy conservation,
31 research, or development, and shall be the state age_r1_c::_y
4
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responsible for the coordination of multi-agency energy

21 conservation programs.
Mf5t

3

The department shall analyze energy data

4 collected and prepare long�fange forecasts of energy supply

5 and demand in coordination with the Public Service Commission,

6 w hich shall have responsibility for electricity and natural
71 gas forecasts.

To this end, the forecasts published in 1980

Bl and thereafter shall contain:

9

1.

Analysis of the relationship of state economic

101 growth and development to energy supply and demand, including

11 I the constraints to economic growth resulting from energy
121 su.e..el.z constraints.
2.

131

Plans for the development of renewable energy

141 r esources and reduction in dependence on depletal:)_le_�11_erg_y

151 r esources, particularly oil and natural gas, and analysis of
161 t he extent to which renewable energy sources are being

171 utilized in the state.
18

3.

Consideration of alternative scenarios of statewide

19 energy supply and demand for 5, 10, and 20 years, to identify

20 strategies for long-range action, including identification of

21 potential social, economic, and environmental ef fects.
22

4.

Assessment of the state's energy resources,

23 including examination of the availability of commercially

24 developable and imported fuels, and analysis of anticipated
25 e ffects on the state's environment and social services

� resulting from energy resource development activities, or from
27 energy supply constraints, or both.

n

J..!lf6t

The department shall make an annual report to

�I

the Legislature, 60 days prior to each regular session,

31

policies for improvement of the state's response to energy

30 r eflecting its activities and making recommendations of
5
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supply and demand and its effect on the health, sa fety, and
2 welfare of the people of Florida.

The report shall include �

3 report from the Public Service Commission on electricity and
41 natural gas and information on energy conservation programs
51 conducted and under way in the past year and shall include
61 recommendations for the-devele�mefte-ef-a-eem�fehefls±ve energy
c onservation programs �fe�faffl for the state, including, but
8 I not limited to, the following factors:
9

l..:_fat

Formulation of specific recommendations for

101 improvement in the ef ficiency of energy utilization in
11 I government, residential, commercial, ind ustrial, and
121 transportation sectors.
13

�fbt

Collection and dissemination of information

141 relating to energy conservation.
15

�fet

Development and conduct of educational and

161 training programs relating to energy conservation.
17

4.

Analysis_of_����ays in which state agencies are

18 seeking to implement s. 377 .601 (4), the state energy policy,
19 a nd recommendations for better fulfilling this policy.
20

f�t--�he-de�afefflefle-shall-aeetlme-aRy-etieeeaftd±fl�

21 eeftefaeetial-ebl±�ae±efts-eE-a�Eeemeftes-efltefed-±Ree-by-the
22 Flef±da-6flef�y-Eemm±eeee-ptif5tiafle-te-eha�eef-�3-l38 7 -haws-ef
23 F±ef±da 7 -afld-eha�tef-�4-l88 7 -hawe-ef-FleE±da 7 -afld-all
24 tifle��eftded-balafteee-ef-a��fe�f±ae±efts-made-ieE-eeRtfaettlal
25 ebl±�ae±efle-shall-be-tfafl5£eEfed-te-the-depafeffleflt.--Afly
26 sttid±ee,-fe�efes,-eE-wefk-pfedtlee-pfedtleed-by-ef-�fev±clecl-ief
27 ehe-Flef±cla-6flef�y-€emm±etee-shall-be-stibm±tted-te-the
28 depaftffleflt.--All-data-shall-be-made-ava±lable-te-the-Pfes±deflt
29 ef-the-5eflate-aRd-the-S�eakef-ef-the-Hetlee-ef-Re�feSefleat±vee
30

el"l-fe�tlest.

31
6
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The Department of Administration is authorized

2 to make any rules Dr regulations pursuant to chapter 120 as
3 are necessary to carry out the purposes of this act.

4

(h)

The department shall promote energy conservation

51 in all energy use sector_s �h_rou_ghout the state, and constitute
6 t he state agency primarily responsible for this function. To

7 this end, the department shall coordinate the energy

8 c onservation programs of all state agencies, and review and
9 comment on the energy conservation programs of all state

10 asencies.

{i)

11

The department shall prepare and distribute such

121 information and materials as may be necessary to provide

131 energy information to citizens of the state.

The department

141 s hall provide information to consumers regarding the

15 anticipated energy-use and energy-saving characteristics of

16 products and services in coordination with �ny federal, state,
17 or local _g_���r_�ment agencies_as may erovide such information

18 to consumers.
1
19
The department shall coordinate energy-related
(j)

WI programs of state government, including, but not limited to,

21 t he programs_____erovided in this section.

To this end, the

22 �artment shall:
1
23
1. Provide assistance to other state agencies,

24[ c ounties, municipalities, and regional planning agencies to

25 f urther and promote their energy planning activities.
�

2.

Require, in cooperation with the Department of

27 General Services, all state agencies to operate state-owned

28 and state-leased buildings in accordance with energy

29 conservation standards as adopted by the Department of General

� Services.

Beginning 120 days following the effective date of

31 t his act and every 3 months thereafter, the Department of
7
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General Services shall furnish the de2artment data on

21 agencies' energy consumption in a format mutually agreed upon

31 by the department and the Department of General Services.
41

3.

Promote the development and use of renewable energy

51 r esources and energy conservation technologies.

61 the de.e_artment shall:
71

a.

To this end,

Aid and .e_romote the commercialization of solar

Bl energy technology, in cooperation with the Florida Solar

91 Energy Center of the State University System, the Department

101 of Commerce, and any other federal, state, or local government

111 agency which may seek to promote research, development, and

12 demonstration of solar energy equipment and tec hnology.
1
13
b. Promote the recovery of energy from wastes,

14 i ncluding, but not limited to, the utilization of waste heat,
1
15 the use of agricultural products as a source of energy, and

16 recycling of manufactured pro�u��s.

Such promotion shall be

17 conducted in conjunction with, and after consultation with,

18 the Department of Environmental Regulation, the Public Service

19 Commission where electric generation or natural gas is

20 i nvolved, and any other relevant federal, state, or local

21 government agency having responsibility for resource recovery
22 �rams.

23

(k)

The department shall be responsible for the

24 administration of the Coastal Energy Impact Program provided

25 for and described in P.L . 94-370; 16 U.S.C. 1456a.

26

Section 2.

n

Section 12.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1974

30

Section 3.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1978.

Section 12 of chapter 74-186, Laws of

27 Florida, is amended to read:

29 afle-sflall-e��±fe-Jtily-1 7 -1919.

31

8
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL CS/SB 503
The committee substitute for the committee substitute requires:
l.

That, in the coordination of multi-agency energy conser
vation programs, the DOA should insure that any such plans
and programs be consistent with the legislative intent
under the act.

2.

That the department be responsible for administering the
Coastal Energy Impact Program contained in P.L. 94-370;
16 U.S.C. 1456a.

3.

That the department will coordinate with the PSC in the
reporting of conservation initiatives in electricity and
natural gas; in the recovery of energy from solid waste
recycling; in preparing long range energy forecasts for
electricity and natural gas.

4.

That it is the intent of the Legislature that the bill
does not change in any way the powers, duties, and
responsibilities of the PSC, or the DER under the Power
Plant Siting Act.
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SUBJECT:

Energy Coordination

GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS; NATURAL RESOURCES & CONSERVATION;
APPROPRIATIONS.

SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Administration to coordinate energy-related
programs among all state agencies.
PURPOSE:

A.

Present Situation

According to Dr. Carlos lvarren, Director, State Energy Office, there
are 26 separate state agencies which share responsibility for conduct
ing energy-related programs, but coordination is not provided, nor
is there any central source of energy information for public or
private use.

The Bureau of Property Management, Department of General Services,
currently collects data on energy use in all state-owned buildings
from the using agencies and stores the information in its management
information system. However, no information on leased-property
energy use has been gathered.
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B.

Effect on Present Situation

Would create the Florida Energy Coordination Act, providing legisla
tive intent, definitions, and duties of the Department of Administra
tion relating to state-agency energy use, and the implementation of
the state energy policy (s. 377.601, F.S.). Would remove the 1979
expiration of the energy policy.
Requires DOA to perform the following energy-related functions:
1.
2.

3.

Coordinate state efforts to seek federal or other support for
energy activities;
Coordinate multi-agency conservation programs;

Publish energy forecasts in 1980 and thereafter which contain:
a.

b.
c.
4.
5.
6.

d.

Analyses concentrating on the relationship between energy
supplies and economic growth;
Plans for development of renewable energy sources;
Alternative scenarios of statewide energy supply and demand
for 5, 10 and 20 years; and
Assessment of the state energy resources.

To include in the annual report to the Legislature an analysis
of the agencies' implementation of the state energy policy, and
recommendations for better fulfillment of the policy;

To promote conservation in all use sectors and be the central
coordinating agency;
Prepare and distribute energy information to citizens on use
and savings characteristics;

[Continued]
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7.

Provide assistance to state agencies, counties, municipalities
and regional planning agencies to promote planning activities;

8.

Require, in cooperation with DGS, all state agencies to operate
in accordance with conservation standards adopted by DGS, and
require DGS to furnish data on energy consumption in state-owned
and leased buildin9s; and

9.

Promote the development and use of renewable energy sources.

Requires the inclusion of energy elements in local government com
prehensive plans.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS;
A.

Economic Im£act on Public:

YES

X

NO

There are no public costs envisioned by DOA. However, the public
would benefit from the energy-related statistical information made
available.
B.

Economic ImEact on State or Local Government:

YES

X

NO

Dr. Warren stated that no additional funds will be required to
implement the bill's provisions in his agency.
Mrs. Mary V. Goodman stated that one additional clerical position
will be needed to process energy-use data on state-leased property,
provided this is limited to leases where the state pays for utility
services. She stated further that to require energy-use data for
leases where utilities are supplied by owners, (full-service) would
be a difficult task.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.
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Energy Coordination

CS/SB 503 by The Committee on Governmental Operations

REFERENCES:
I.

GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS; NATURAL RESOURCES
APPROPRIATIONS.

&

CONSERVATION;

SUMMARY:
Requires the Department of Administration to coordinate energy-related
programs among all state agencies.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation

According to Dr. Carlos Warren, Director, State Energy Office, there
are 26 separate state agencies which share responsibility for conduct
ing energy-related programs, but coordination is not provided, nor
is there any central source of energy information for public or
private use.
The Bureau of Property Management, Department of General Services,
currently collects data on energy use in all state-owned buildings
from the using agencies and stores the information in its management
information system.
However, no information on leased-property
energy use has been gathered.
B.

Effect on Present Situation

Would provide additional legislative intent, definitions, and duties
of the Department of Administration relating to state agency energy
use, and the implementation of the state energy policy (s. 377.601,
F.S.). Would remove the 1979 expiration of the energy policy.
Requires DOA to perform the following energy-related functions:

l.
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Include provisions in its energy emergency-contingency plan
for natural gas shortages, and the occurrence of an '-event
which is reasonably expected within 3 0 days to create a fuel
shortage.
Coordinate state efforts to seek federal or other support for
energy activities;

3.

Coordinate multi-agency conservation programs;

4

Publish energy forecasts in 1980 and thereafter which contain:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Analysis concentrating on the relationship between energy
supplies and economic growth;
Plans for development of renewable energy sources;
Alternative scenarios ·of statewide energy supply~and demand
for 5, 10 and 20 years; and
Assessment of the state energy resources.

5.

To include in the annual report to the Legislature an analysis
of the agencies' implementation of the state energy policy, and
recommendations for better fulfillment of the policy;

6.

To promote conservation in all use sectors and be the central
coordinating agency;

7.

Prepare and distribute energy information to citizens on use
and savings characteristics;
[Continued]
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8.

9.

III.

10.

Provide assistance to state agencies, counties, municipalities
and regional planning agencies to promote planning activities;

Require, in cooperation with DGS, all state agencies to operate
in accordance with conservation standards adopted by DGS, and
require DGS to furnish data on energy consumption in state-owned
and leased buildings; and

Promote the development and use of renewable energy sources.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS;

X

A.

Economic ImEact on Public:

B.

Economic Imeact on State or Local Government:

YES

NO

There are no public costs envisioned by DOA.
However, the public
would benefit from the energy-related statistical information made
available.
YES

X

Dr. Warren stated that no additional funds will be required to
implement the bill's provisions in his agency.

IV.

NO

ary V. Goodman, Chief, Bureau of Property anagement, DGS,
Mrs.
M be needed to process
stated
M that one additional clerical position will
energy-use data on state-leased property, provided this is limited
to leases where the state pays for utility services.
She stated
further that collecting energy-use data for leases where utilities
are supplied by owners, (full service) would be a difficult task.
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REFERENCES:
I.

Governmental Operations; Natural Resources & Conservation;
Appropriations.

SUMMARY:
Requires the Department of Administration to coordinate
energy-related programs among all state agencies, to include
assessments of the state's energy resources and uses, and the
coordination and promotion of energy conservation programs
among state and local governmental bodies.
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PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation

According to Dr. Carlos Warren, Director, State Energy Office,
there are 26 separate state agencies which share responsibility
for conducting energy related programs, with little coordination
and no central source of energy information.
The Bureau of Property Management, Department of General Services,
currently collects data on energy use in all state-owned buildings
from the using agencies and stores the information in its manage
ment information system. However, no information on leased
property energy use has been gathered.
B.

Effect on Present Situation

Would provide additional legislative intent, definitions, and
duties of the Department of Administration relating to state
agency energy use and conservation efforts, and the implementa
tion of the state energy policy (s. 377.601, F.S.). Would
remove the 1979 expiration of Chapter 74-186, Laws of Florida.
Requires DOA to perform the following energy-related functions:
l.

Include provisions in its energy emergency-contingency plan
for natural gas shortages, and the occurrence of an event
which is reasonably expected wit�in 30 days to create a
fuel shortage.

2.

Coordinate state efforts to seek federal or other support for
energy conservation programs;

3.

Coordinate multi-agency conservation programs and efforts
to secure federal support for same;

4.

Publish energy forecasts in 1980 and thereafter which contain:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Analysis concentrating on the relationship between energy
supplies and economic growth, including constraints thereon;
Plans for development of alternative renewable energy
sources versus continued dependence on depletable oil and
natural gas;
Alternative scenarios of statewide energy supply and
demand for 5, 10 and 20 years; and
Assessment of the state energy resources.

(Continue c1)
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5.

To include in the annual report to the Legislature an
analysis of the agencies' implementation of the state energy
policy, and recommendations for better fulfillment of the
policy;

6.

To promote conservation in all use sectors of the economy and
agencies of state and local government and be the central
coordinating agency;

7.

Prepare and distribute energy information to citizens on
use and savings characteristics;

8.

Provide assistance to state agencies, counties, municipalities
and regional planning agencies to promote planning activities;

9.

Require, in cooperation with DGS, all state agencies to
operate in accordance with conservation standards adopted
by DGS, and require DGS to furnish data on energy consumption
in state-owned and leased buildings; and

10.
III.

Promote the development and use of renewable energy sources,
including solar and energy from solid waste disposal.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Im£act on Public:

YES X

NO

There are no public costs envisioned by DOA. However, the public
would benefit from the energy-related statistical information
made available, and ultimately from lower energy costs of state
and local government operations.
B.

Economic Im£act on State or Local Government:

YES X

NO

Dr. Warren stated that no additional funds will be required to
implement the bill's provisions in his agency.

Mrs. Mary v. Goodman, Chief, Bureau of Property Management, DGS,
stated that one additional clerical position will be needed to
process energy-use data on state-leased property, provided this
is limited to leases where the state pays for utility services.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.
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Appropriations.

SUMMARY:
Requires the Department of Administration to coordinate
energy-related programs among all state agencies, to include
assessments of the state's energy resources and uses, and the
coordination and promotion of energy conservation programs
among state and local governmental bodies.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.
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Present Situation

According to Dr. Carlos Warren, Director, State Energy Office,
there are 26 separate state agencies which share responsibility
for conducting energy related programs, with little coordination
and no central source of energy information.
The Bureau of Property Management, Department of General Services,
currently collects data on energy use in all state-owned buildings
from the using agencies and stores the information in its manage
ment information system. However, no information on leased
property energy use has been gathered.
B.

Effect on Present Situation

Would provide additional legislative intent, definitions, and
duties of the Department of Administration relating to state
agency energy use and conservation efforts, and the implementa
tion of the state energy policy (s. 377.601, F.S.). Would
remove the 1979 expiration of Chapter 74-186, Laws of Florida.
Requires DOA to perform the following energy-related functions:
1.

Include provisions in its energy emer�ency-contingency plan
for natural gas shortages, and the occurrence of an event
which is reasonably expected witrin 30 days to create a
fuel shortage.

2.

Coordinate state efforts to seek federal or other support for
energy conservation programsu

3.

4.

Coordinate multi-agency conservation programs and efforts
to secure federal support for same, and insure that state agencies
energy plans and programs are consistent with the legislative
'energy policy stated in the act.
Publish energy forecasts in 1980 and thereafter which contain:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Analysis concentrating on the relationship between energy
supplies and economic growth, including constraints thereon;
Plans for development of alternative renewable energy
sources versus continued dependence on depletable oil and
natural gas;
Alternative scenarios of statewide energy supply and
demand for 5, 10 and 20 years; and
Assessment of the state energy resources.
(continued)
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III.

5.

To include in the annual report to the Legislature an
analysis of the agencies' implementation of the state energy
policy, recommendations for better fulfillment of the
policy, and a report from the PSC on electricity and
natural gas.

6.

To promote conservation in all use sectors of the economy
and agencies of state and local government and be the
central coordinating agency.

7.

Prepare and distribute energy information to citizens on
use and savings characteristics.

8.

Provide assistance to state agencies, counties, municipalities
and regional planning agencies to promote planning activities.

9.

Require, in cooperation with DGS, all state agencies to
operate in accordance with conservation standards adopted
by DGS, and require DGS to furnish data on energy consumption
in state-owned and leased buildings.

10.

Promote the development and use of renewable energy sources,
including solar and energy from solid waste disposal.

11.

Administer the Coastal Energy Impact Program as provided
for in P.L. 94-370; 16 U.S.C. 1456a.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic ImEact on Public:

YES X

NO

There are no public costs envisioned by DOA. However, the public
would benefit from the energy-related statistical information
made available, and ultimately from lower energy costs of state
and local government operations.

B.

Economic ImEact on State or Local Government:

YES X

NO

Dr. Warren stated that no additional funds will be required to
implement the bill's provisions in his agency.
Mrs. Mary V. Goodman, Chief, Bureau of Property Management, DGS,
stated that one additional clerical position will be needed to
process energy-use data on state-leased property, provided this
is limited to leases where the state pays for utility services.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.
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REFERENCtS:
I.

Governmental Operations; Natural Resources & Conservation;
Appropriations.

SUMMARY:
Requires the Department of Administration to coordinate
energy-related programs among all state agencies, to include
assessments of the state's energy resources and uses, and the
coordination and promotion of energy conservation programs
among state and local governmental bodies.

II .

PURPOSE :
A.
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Present Situation

According to Dr. Carlos Warren, Director, State Energy Office,
there are 26 separate state agencies which share responsibility
for conducting energy related programs, with little coordination
and no central source of energy information.
The Bureau of Property Management, Department of General Services,
currently collects data on energy use in all state-owned buildings
from the using agencies and stores the information in its manage
ment information system. However, no information on leased
property energy use has been gathered.
B.

Effect on Present Situation

Would provide additional legislative intent, definitions, and
duties of the Department of Administration relating to state
agency energy use and conservation efforts, and the implementa
tion of the state energy policy (s. 377.601, F.S.). Would
remove the 1979 expiration of Chapter 74-186, Laws of Florida.
Requires DOA to perform the following energy-related functions:
1.

Include provisions in its energy emergency-contingency plan
for natural gas shortages, and the occurrence of an event
which is reasonably expected wit�in 30 days to create a
fuel shortage.

2.

Coordinate state efforts to seek federal or·other support for
energy conservation programs.

3.

Coordinate multi-agency conservation programs and efforts
to secure federal support for same, and insure that state agencies
energy plans and programs are consistent with the legislative
energy policy stated in the act.

4.

Publish energy forecasts in 1980 and thereafter which contain:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Analysis concentrating on the relationship between energy
supplies and economic growth, including constraints thereon;
Plans for development of alternative renewable energy
sources versus continued dependence on depletable oil and
natural gas;
Alternative scenarios of statewide energy supply and
demand for 5, 10 and 20 vears; and
Assessment of the state �nergy resources.
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III.

5.

�o include in the annual report to the Legislature an
analysis of t�e agencies' implementation of t�e state energy
policy, recommendations for better fulfillment of the
policv, and a report from the PSC on electricity and
natural gas.

6.

To oromote conservation in all use sectors of the econom•;
and-agencies of staTe and loc.:i.l government and be the
central coordinating agency.

7.

Prepare and distribute energy information to citizens on
use and savings characteristics.

8.

Provide assistance to state agencies, counties, municioalities
and regional planning agencies to promote planning activities.

9.

Require, in cooperation with DGS, all state agencies to
O?erate in accordance with conservation standards adopted
by DGS, and require DGS to furnish data on enernv consumption
in state-owned and leased buildings.

10.

Promote the development and use of renewable energy sources,
including solar and energy from solid waste disposal.

11.

Administer the Coastal Energy Impact Program as provided
for in P.L. 94-370; 16 U.S.C. 1456a.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Impact on Public:

YES X

NO

There are no public costs envisioned by DOA.
However, the public
would benefit from the energy-related statistical information
made available, and ultimately from lower energy costs of state
and local government operations.
B.

Economic Impact on State or Local Government:

YES X

NO

Dr. Warren stated that no additional funds will be required to
implement the bill's provisions in his agency.
Mrs. Mary V. Goodman, Chief, Bureau of Property Management, DGS,
stated that one additional clerical position will be needed to
process energy-use data on state-leased property, provided this
is limited to leases where the state pays for utility services.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.

COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES
Staff Analysis
BILL NUMBER:

HB 1275

TITLE:

Energy resources - legislative
intent, definitions, duties of
Department of Administration

SUMMARY:

Amends Florida's Energy Policy by providing additional

SPONSOR:

legislative intent and definitions.

Rep. Dyer

Allows emergency

measures to be initiated if a fuel shortage is anticipated
within 30 days.

It places the DOA in a coordinative

position with respect to future energy activities relating
to energy supply, demand, conservation, allocation, and
participation in federal programs.

The bill also provides

that specific elements on economic development, renewable
energy resources, and energy supply and demand be included
in the long-range supply and demand forecasts generated by
DOA.
Finally, it deletes the automatic repeal on July 1, 1979,
of legislation concerning energy resources information and
the Energy Data Center.
FISCAL NOTE:

May result in increased staffing requirements of the State
Energy Office.

STATUTORY CHANGE:

Amends Section 377.703, Florida Statutes, Energy
Resources; deletes Section 12 of Chapter 74-186,
Laws of Florida.

RELATED LEGISLATION:

Similar to SB 503 - Henderson

OTHER REFERRALS:

Appropriations
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